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Using X-Ray Scattering to Determine the Correlation Between
Battery Elemental Ratio and Performance

Abstract
Batteries are a common portable method of containing and supplying energy to a variety of electrically powered devices. The
challenge to meet the growing demands of compact energy sources has led to a constant need for improvements. Battery use
has exponentially increased in a range of products from low-power mobile phones to high-energy electric vehicles. Current
research aims to attain a more efficient battery by studying the effects of altering the chemical composition and fine-tuning
the dimensions of cathode particles during charge and discharge cycles of lithium-ion batteries. High-energy X-ray scattering
measurements are taken during battery charge and discharge cycles to determine how chemical doping and varying
composition of the cathode materials influence the performance of present-day and next-generation batteries. The experiment
consists of battery materials that are commonly used in everyday electronic devices and vehicle applications. This experiment
provides a deeper understanding of the correlation between material characteristics and battery efficiency.
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Consumer products continually become more reliant on batteries and
require more power over extended periods of time. It is important to
consistently push the limits of battery performance to meet these needs. In
order to maximize the performance of batteries, scientists must continue
pursuing the optimal chemical structure and understand the electrical
characteristics that each structure is capable of.

The industry standard NMC532 battery has limitations that are being
compared to the NMC811 as a potential replacement. The NMC811 and
the NMC532 are close in chemical composition with a difference of
elemental ratio. The NMC532 is composed of 5 parts nickel to 3 parts
manganese while NMC811 has 8 parts nickel to 1 part manganese. X-ray
scattering measurements are used to analyze the battery structure during
charge and discharge cycles.
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Future Directions
The current industry standard is the NMC532 lithium ion battery. Ongoing research
indicates that the NMC811 is a good candidate for the next standard due to better
reliability and performance. Continuing to research the ratio of the elements used
in batteries and the effect this ratio has on cycling lithium during charge and
discharge cycles will lead to improvements in battery technology to meet the needs
of power demanding consumer products. Battery life will continue to be extended
by understanding the limits of the battery chemical structure.

Conclusions 
• The amount of lithium ions transferred depends upon the ratio of nickel and 

manganese. A higher ratio of nickel resulted in a higher capacity with less peak 
splitting.

• The NMC532 sample cycled 67% of its lithium while NMC811 cycled 76%.  By 
cycling 10% more lithium with the same mass, it is expected that the NMC811 
will last longer under the same operating conditions.

• NMC811 batteries can withstand higher voltages than NMC532.Images courtesy of Kamila Wiaderek and Olaf Borkiewicz, Argonne National Laboratory

Due to experiments being run remotely, beamline scientists prepared samples at
beamline 11-ID-B using the sealed glovebox, where no water or oxygen is
present to avoid oxidization. Two separate AMPIX cells were built for each
of the two batteries. The cell is a reliable replacement for the lithium coin
battery because it replaces the stainless steel enclosure that interferes with the
path of the photons.

● Determine the effect of charge 
and discharge cycles on the 
structure of lithium ion battery 
materials.

● Determine the relationship 
between the ratio of elements in 
common lithium ion batteries 
and their resulting capacities.

● Determine the reliability of 
different lithium ion batteries 
after intensive usage for extended 
periods of time.

● Compare characteristics of the 
NMC811 battery to the industry 
standard NMC532 battery

Images courtesy of Kamila Wiaderek and Olaf Borkiewicz, 
Argonne National Laboratory Testing the ability to transfer lithium ions revealed peak splitting beginning at about 4.2V on the NMC532 battery. The NMC811 battery exhibits a smooth curve,

indicating it is more stable throughout the range of test voltages. Peak splitting occurs when lithium is transferred at different speeds between planes, causing particles
in a plane to move apart at different rates. The larger collapse of the planes for NMC811 indicates it can move more lithium.
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After the 5 hour charge and 5 hour discharge cycle, the achieved
capacities were calculated as 76% and 66.7% for the NMC811 and
the NMC532 batteries, respectively. These values can be seen on
the “Amount of Lithium Cycled” charts at the end of the discharge
curve. These values indicate that the NMC811 battery cycled 10%
more lithium than the NMC532 battery. Since both batteries have
the same mass, it can be inferred that the NMC811 battery is more
efficient and will last longer than the NMC532. 0
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The smooth curve indicates a stable structure. The larger collapse of “c” indicates more flexibility Crystal Structure The smaller collapse of “c” indicates less flexibility Peak Splitting indicated by the rough transition.
Material is stable to 4.8V. of the NMC811 structure. of the NMC532 structure. Material starts to degrade around 4.2V.


